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ABSTRACT 
To ensure that AI-infused systems work for disabled people, we 
need to bring accessibility datasets sourced from this community in 
the development lifecycle. However, there are many ethical and pri-
vacy concerns limiting greater data inclusion, making such datasets 
not readily available. We present a pair of studies where 13 blind 
participants engage in data capturing activities and refect with and 
without probing on various factors that infuence their decision 
to share their data via an AI dataset. We see how diferent factors 
infuence blind participants’ willingness to share study data as they 
assess risk-beneft tradeofs. The majority support sharing of their 
data to improve technology but also express concerns over commer-
cial use, associated metadata, and the lack of transparency about 
the impact of their data. These insights have implications for the 
development of responsible practices for stewarding accessibility 
datasets, and can contribute to broader discussions in this area. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Accessibility; • Social and professional topics → 
People with disabilities; • Security and privacy → Human and 
societal aspects of security and privacy. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
With advances in artifcial intelligence (AI), there is a potential for 
emerging technologies to improve the lives of people who experi-
ence barriers to inclusion such as the disability community. We have 
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seen many eforts in this direction. For example, many AI-infused1 

assistive applications for supporting blind2 people, the community 
of focus in this work, employ computer vision for better access to 
physical and virtual spaces [15, 51, 72, 99]. However, the potential 
benefts may not be realized if the data used to build these systems 
do not represent the end users and the contexts within which they 
operate [52, 101, 147]. On the contrary, they may harm. Yet, the 
majority of large computer vision models are trained on photos 
taken by sighted people [43, 111, 114], performing poorly on photos 
taken by blind users [20, 72, 139], a gap that is only increasing [33]. 

Despite their critical role, researchers have identifed myriads 
of challenges in collecting and sharing accessibility datasets [1, 16, 
101, 138]. Primary barriers are privacy and ethical considerations 
to protect those represented in the data [1, 55, 101, 137]. Collecting 
data from small populations increases the risk of re-identifcation, 
which can amplify concerns for further discrimination pertaining 
to sensitive disability status [1, 101]. Sharing accessibility datasets 
also poses risks of data abuse and misuse without proper laws and 
regulation enforcement (e.g., building a hiring algorithm that can 
make biased decisions based on disability [41]). 

With this paper, we contribute to discussions around increasing 
the availability of accessibility datasets by surfacing the motivat-
ing and challenging factors involved in data sharing decisions of 
disabled people. We focus on the blind community and image data, 
a challenging scenario where those contributing the data may not 
be able to inspect them when deciding to share. We designed a pair 
of studies that aim to surface blind participants’ perspectives on 
data sharing in a situated, rather than simulated (e.g., [55, 96, 107]), 
context. To achieve this, we teamed up with researchers who were 
interested in evaluating an AI-infused application in the homes 
of blind participants. The application, a teachable object recog-
nizer [72], was deployed on smartglasses. Blind participants took 
photos and used them to fnetune a computer vision model and test 
its performance. The team was interested in sharing study data with 
the broader research community and was looking at best practices. 
Situated in this context, we designed a semi-structured interview 
as a follow up. Typically within the span of a few days, 13 blind 
participants both (i) performed data capturing activities, and (ii) 
were interviewed on their perspectives towards sharing their study 
data via a public AI dataset. 

1We follow the term used by Amershi et al. [6] referring to having “features harnessing 
AI capabilities that are directly exposed to the end user.”
2In this paper, we adopt identity-frst language (e.g., “blind people” and “disabled 
people”) instead of person-frst (e.g., “people with visual impairments” and “people 
with disabilities”). We acknowledge that there are active and ongoing discussions 
around the two with some of them captured in Sharif et al. [120]. 
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We found various factors that could play into blind participants’ 
willingness to share their study data (i.e., photos and labels of ob-
jects), revealing the need for better assessment of benefts and risks. 
Many perceived potential risks such as re-identifcation as minimal 
and supported sharing practices to improve AI-infused technology 
for greater beneft to both disabled and non-disabled people. Yet, 
they were hesitant to contribute their data for commercial purposes 
and companies handling the use of their data, due to notions of 
“distrust” even though almost all frequently used AI-infused appli-
cations (e.g. SeeingAI, SuperSense, and Lookout) to read text and 
identify objects or shared their camera view with sighted helpers 
(e.g. via Aira and BeMyEyes). They also expressed concerns for 
sharing demographic metadata (e.g., age, gender, race) along their 
study data, due to not only privacy and safety but also the ambigu-
ity of its value for building AI-infused technology. This suggests 
that the process of collecting and stewarding accessibility datasets 
requires greater transparency of data use, especially to challenge 
inclusivity issues in AI fairness [30, 76]. Some participants showed 
further interest in learning about the potential impact of their data, 
an option that is neither supported in current informed consent 
processes nor is there a way to practically implement it yet. 

Our intention is to bring potential data contributors from the 
disability community to the forefront of data sharing discussions. 
We acknowledge that our focus on a specifc population and context 
limits the generalizability of our insights. To overcome some of 
these limitations, we carefully connect and contrast our observa-
tions with existing literature. More so, we incorporate prior ques-
tionnaires (e.g., Park et al. [107]) with the disability community on 
related topics. To facilitate replicability, we share our questionnaire 
with expanded scenarios and interview questions (more than 80% 
new content). We see the main contribution of this work being 
empirical. By investigating data sharing from the perspectives and 
experiences of blind people, we contribute to the larger call-to-
action for the research community, industry, and policy makers in 
shaping future data practices that are inclusive of disability. We 
also see how our approach of eliciting participants’ perspectives 
before asking them to decide on whether they want their study 
data to be shared and how, could be leveraged by future researchers 
who want to engage participants in decisions around sharing of 
their study data. 

2 RELATED WORK 
In this section, we cover prior work on creating and sharing ac-
cessibility datasets to provide a clear picture of the challenges and 
signifcance. We also extend to current eforts in informing data 
practices across diferent disciplines, with few studies exploring 
how disabled people view their data being sourced and used. 

2.1 Accessibility Datasets 
The need for data is growing in the feld of accessibility, espe-
cially for accelerating innovation around assistive technology [22, 
69, 101]. Notable examples include photos taken by blind users to 
build object recognition applications [84, 129, 150] and sign lan-
guage videos from Deaf signers to train machine translation appli-
cations [56, 62]. To facilitate the discovery and re-use of currently 
available data in this space, Kacorri et al. [70, 71] put together 

a collection of accessibility datasets sourced from disabled peo-
ple over the last decade that could be leveraged for training and 
evaluating machine learning models. However, dataset availability 
is found to be sparse across diferent communities of focus [75], 
with challenges in data diversity persisting for greater inclusion 
of marginalized communities [76]. More so, discussions around 
unique challenges for data collection involving disability commu-
nities are ongoing [16, 23, 101, 118, 138]. For example, Blaser and 
Ladner [16] raised issues with inconsistent measures of how disabil-
ity is elicited, making it difcult to aggregate and combine diferent 
data sources to facilitate large-scale datasets. 

We have seen eforts to address the lack of larger, more diverse 
datasets in the feld. Some leverage crowdsourcing or telemetry data 
collection methods [19, 21], while others deploy assistive applica-
tions (e.g., VizWiz [15]) in the real-world [54, 73, 93]. Indeed, these 
strategies have complemented data contributions from certain com-
munities of focus; those sourced from the blind community typically 
include larger numbers of contributors compared to other disability 
communities [75]. Blind people have been early adopters of tech-
nologies, often in the context of taking photos of objects/scenes to 
access visual information [2, 15]. However, given that blind people 
cannot inspect their data such as the photos they took, it is left to 
data stewards to protect the privacy and safety of those represented 
in the datasets [54, 135]. Thus, we see the opportune involvement 
of this community to discuss how to ethically contribute data. 

2.2 Tensions in Data Sharing 
Kop [79] cited data sharing as an essential practice for a successful 
AI ecosystem in analyzing and processing high-quality training 
datasets. In general, many academic disciplines and industries have 
seized the opportunity to promote open datasets [5, 32, 90, 112] to 
drive innovation or create new knowledge and shared resources. 
The health community is not an exception (e.g., using patient data 
to improve care and outcomes [89, 100, 141, 145]). In some venues, 
researchers are required to submit data sharing statements for 
clinical trials along with their manuscripts [132]. Even so, such data 
sharing schemes have raised issues as data subjects’ preferences 
and control are rarely addressed, with their participation limited 
in governance structures for sharing medical data [82]. Advances 
in pervasive and wearable technologies also bring attention to 
enabling users to track and share self-collected data via health 
apps [77, 88, 98, 122]. At the same time, scholars have warned of 
the risks including privacy and security surrounding the use of data 
by third parties which is not always transparent [121, 133, 143]. 

Similar conversations are seen in accessibility, calling for a care-
ful balancing act in how data are shared [1, 68, 135, 147]. There 
are many ongoing issues with disability-inclusive data; they are 
highly sensitive and can raise concerns for privacy and data pro-
tection [1, 101, 138]. While such concerns are prevalent across 
disciplines [44, 144], the consequences are severe in accessibility, 
with the risk of re-identifcation along the potential for discrimina-
tion [1, 103, 147]. Data sharing also raises ethical considerations for 
data re-use, when it could lead to abuse and misuse outside of the 
original intention [147]. Considering the possibility of algorithms to 
detect disability status [146], accessibility datasets could exacerbate 
further bias and marginalization through systems built [101]. 
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2.3 Data Contributors in Future Data Practices 
All the concerns related to potential risks of data sharing practices 
make discussions and frameworks around data ethics more pressing. 
Recently, there is a body of work within and beyond accessibility to 
involve potential data contributors in the data collection or sharing 
contexts to inform future practices [50, 55, 96, 102, 104, 107, 119]. 
In addition, these prior eforts surfaced a variety of situational and 
contextual factors that could infuence the contributors’ judgments 
of concern and risk. For instance, while many disabled people were 
open to contributing data to an AI dataset with the prospect of 
helping the disability community, they were hesitant depending on 
the data type that could be more or less personal [107]. Meanwhile, 
Shah et al. [119], in a biomedical domain, found that with whom 
data are shared played a role in their judgments than what data 
types are shared. Mozersky et al. [102] also observed a sense of trust 
towards researchers, receiving broad support for data contributions 
in qualitative research. In contrast, McNaney et al. [97] identifed 
fears and concerns around how commercial companies might use 
health data (e.g., targeted advertising). Privacy and security con-
cerns were common themes across these research areas, yet still 
depended on a number of elements including represented popula-
tions (e.g., visible vs hidden disability groups [107]) or awareness 
through consent [50]. 

Our research complements previous work that has highlighted 
multifaceted motivations and concerns relating to data sharing. It 
also prompts the unaddressed questions concerning how accessibil-
ity datasets should be sourced and used to drive an AI ecosystem, 
when data contributors’ broader views on data sharing are often 
contextual and situationally dependent, such as impacted by data 
types, research or application domains, or data use purposes. In 
this work, we add new dimensions to these discussions by enabling 
potential data contributors to refect on the contexts of sharing data 
sourced from settings where the technology is being deployed (i.e., 
home). Furthermore, prior eforts investigating concerns of disabled 
people to inform better technical and legal frameworks for data 
stewardship (e.g., [96, 107]) are conducted with regards to simulated 
datasets and environments. Prior literature has warned about the 
impact of direct vs. indirect experiences on the development of 
knowledge, attitudes, and behavior [37], which can engender dif-
fering opinions on issues such as privacy [85] or risk beliefs [142]. 
Conversations around data sharing practices related to accessibility 
need to be further attuned to the communities of focus, with the 
blind community being centered in this work, capture the extent 
to which implications can be drawn about how they would want 
data sharing to occur in the real world e.g., while participating in a 
user study or engage with technology in their homes. 

3 METHODS 
To have direct conversations with the blind community on how data 
that they may contribute should be shared via an AI dataset, we 
consider a cross-sectional study design with blind people who have 
been exposed to a novel AI-infused assistive application and asked 
to evaluate it. Specifcally, we teamed up with researchers who 
were developing an object recognition application on smartglasses 
and deploying it in the homes of blind participants. The team was 
interested in best ways to share the study data used in their analysis 

(e.g., photos of objects) both for the purpose of replicability but also 
for motivating future work in this area e.g. use the data to train or 
test future machine learning models. 

As shown in Figure 1, this pairing of studies allows us to surface 
blind participants’ perspectives in a situated, rather than simulated, 
context—enabling their decisions about sharing study data and 
preferences for data control to be refected in a real-world sharing 
context. Unlike previous research where the fndings are synthe-
sized as implications for broader research practices [107, 119], we 
shift to active participation of potential data contributors to guide 
the data sharing process that the development team of the AI-
infused application will go through to release the AI dataset from 
the study. Also, their user study provided great context to gain 
empirical insights that would not be as generalizable from an in-lab 
study; typically, datasets have value when collected in naturalistic 
settings (i.e., where the technology is meant to be deployed such as 
in people’s home [135]). More so, privacy risks are more heightened 
in these settings [57]. The camera in the smartglasses may capture 
the home environment in the background potentially revealing 
more about the person and their life. 

The larger study spanned multiple days within the May-
September 2022 period. It started with a 30-minute long Zoom 
call to capture participant demographics, attitudes, and experience 
with technology. Some of this information is presented in Section 
3.1 to provide context for our analysis. A day or two later, par-
ticipants joined a longer study where they performed remotely 
from their homes a series of data capturing activities presented 
in Section 3.2. Usually within a week, they participated via Zoom 
in a semi-structured interview, the focus of this paper. Any time 
after this, participants could indicate to the researcher, the data 
stewards, their decision around sharing of their study data as a 
response to an email they received. The need to make a decision 
was communicated with participants early on in the study and was 
included in their consent forms. Participants could also opt to join 
a follow up co-design session, typically conducted a few weeks 
later. This last session focused on the design of an accessible data 
inspection interface that allowed participants to go over the photos 
they collected. Some opted to confrm their decision on data sharing 
after this session. 

We briefy describe the system evaluation study as it provides 
the critical context of the data capturing activities that the par-
ticipants engaged in. However, the specifcs of the technological 
contributions and fndings from that study are beyond the scope of 
this paper. Data from the co-design session and participants’ fnal 
decisions to share remain yet to be analyzed. Our semi-structured 
interview is described in detail in Section 3.3 followed by our analy-
sis approach (Section 3.4), which aims to reveal (i) the factors related 
to one’s decision to share study data as well as (ii) potential ethical, 
legal, and technical implications for mitigating risks and concerns 
related to data sharing. To facilitate future research on exploring 
perspectives from other communities or in other AI data sharing 
contexts we make our scenarios, context probes, and questions 
available at htps://go.umd.edu/datasharing_questionnaire. 

https://go.umd.edu/datasharing_questionnaire
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Co-design Session

Day 4 Ideation activities
Participants design an 
accessible data inspection 
and sharing system 
(1 hour)

Semi-structured Interview

Day 3 Data sharing perspectives
Participants share perspectives 
on sharing data from the study 
and beyond 
(1-2 hours)

Pre-study Interview

Day 1 Background
Participants share 
demographics and 
experience with technology 
(30 minutes)

System Evaluation Study

Day 2 Data capturing activities
Participants personalize an 
object recognition application 
on smartglasses
(2-3 hours)

Participants Decide to Share

Figure 1: We present fndings from a semi-structured interview contextualized within a larger study that includes a short 
interview on demographics and experiences with technology, a system evaluation study, and a follow up co-design session. 

3.1 Recruitment and Participants 
Our pre-study interview (day 1) captured demographic information 
including age, gender, education, and occupation as well attitudes 
and experiences with technology that are relevant to the AI-infused 
application being evaluated. At the end of the semi-structured inter-
view (day 3), participants were given an option to choose the infor-
mation that they do not wish to be made available on publication. 
Refecting their consent, Table 1 shows the demographics for our 
13 blind participants. Nine were totally blind and four were legally 
blind. On average, participants were 53.46 years old (STD=14.94). 
Out of the responses we received, six self-identifed as women and 
fve as men. Participants were compensated $15 per hour, with an 
average of 2.75 hours (STD=0.5) spent for the experimental study 
(including the opening demographic and experience questionnaires) 
and 1.72 hours (STD=0.33) for the interview on data sharing. 

To better contextualize our fndings, we report participants’ 
technology use and attitudes responses. All but two (P1, P11) par-
ticipants reported using assistive applications for accessing vi-
sual information in their surroundings such as Seeing AI (n=8), 
Aira (n=4), BeMyEyes (n=4), VoiceDreamReader (n=3), BlindSquare 
(n=2), BlindShell (n=1), BeSpecular (n=1), CurrencyReader (n=1), 
ColorIdentifer (n=1), Google Lookout (n=1), KNFBReader (n=1), 
and Supersense (n=1). P1 and P11, who are legally blind, typically 
relied on built-in camera features such as magnifcation “to read bus 
signs” (P1) or “to check their [own] appearance” (P11). As shown in 
Figure 2, more than half of the participants (n=8) reported sharing 
photos or videos with others at least once a month. Often this was 
done to get sighted help from family and friends for recognition 
tasks. Some (n=5) never did. Sharing of voice and audio recordings 
was often less frequent. 

Most participants were positive about the potential of AI and 
technology, as shown in Figure 3. Indeed, all agreed or strongly 
agreed on statements such as “It is important to keep up with tech” 
and “Feel more accomplished due to tech.” Almost half of the par-
ticipants (n=6) disagreed or strongly disagreed that they enjoy 
recording their activities. When it came to videos, photos, and 
sounds or voices, some disagreed (n=2, n=3, and n=3, respectively). 

3.2 Evaluation Study: Data Capturing Context 
During this session, participants evaluated a working prototype of a 
teachable object recognition application deployed on smartglasses. 
The term teachable refers to the fact that participants could teach 
the underlying machine learning model to recognize objects of their 

Table 1: Self-reported participant information including par-
ticipant ID, vision level, age, gender, education, occupation, 
and AI familiarity on a 4-point scale: 1 = not familiar at all 
(have never heard of it), 2 = slightly familiar (have heard 
of it but don’t know what it does), 3 = somewhat familiar 
(have a broad understanding of what it is and what it does, 4 
= extremely familiar (have extensive knowledge). A dash (-) 
indicates that the participant did not consent to disclose. 

PID Vision Age Gender Education Occupation AI Familiarity 

P1 
legally 
blind 

59 man bachelor budget 
analyst somewhat 

P2 
totally 
blind 

- - - - somewhat 

P3 
totally 
blind 

72 woman bachelor retired extremely 

P4 
totally 
blind 

67 man master retired slightly 

P5 
totally 
blind 

48 man master social worker somewhat 

P6 
legally 
blind 

32 woman bachelor operations somewhat 

P7 
totally 
blind 

53 woman master retired somewhat 

P8 
totally 
blind 

67 woman master retired somewhat 

P9 
totally 
blind 

- - - IT solution 
architect somewhat 

P10 
totally 
blind 

37 woman law school attorney somewhat 

P11 
legally 
blind 

52 woman master application 
developer somewhat 

P12 
legally 
blind 

71 man 
post-

bachelor retired somewhat 

P13 
totally 
blind 

67 man 
some 
college 

computer 
technician 

extremely 

choice by providing a few photo examples of those objects as well 
as labels (i.e. object names that are spoken upon recognition). The 
application is meant to facilitate personalization as it promises a 
better ft for real-world scenarios by signifcantly constraining the 
machine learning task to a specifc user and their environment. It 
does not require any machine learning expertise from the user. More 
so, the interactive nature of teachable applications could help users 
uncover basic machine learning concepts and gain familiarity with 

https://STD=0.33
https://STD=14.94
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Figure 2: Responses to how frequently participants shared 
data such as photos, videos, and audio recordings with others. 

Figure 3: Participants’ attitudes towards AI, technology, and 
data capturing such as tracking their activities, recording 
sound or voices, and taking videos and photos. 

AI (e.g., [34, 39, 59, 61, 108]). We see similar evidence for studies 
with blind participants [60, 72] where participants refect on the 
value of diversity in training data. Thus, the data capturing tasks in 
this study seemed a great ft providing a realistic data contribution 
scenario while exposing participants to the value of AI data for 
training and testing. 

In detail, participants were instructed to fnd a sitting area in 
their homes where they feel comfortable setting up the laptop 
with the Zoom call and interacting with the stimuli objects while 
wearing a pair of smartglasses. To familiarize themselves with the 
smartglasses and the application, they frst practice taking pho-
tos and providing labels for 2 objects. The research team provided 
practice objects. As shown in Figure 4, participants used the touch-
pad on the smartglasses located along the temple to navigate the 
menu and trigger the photo taking and labeling functions, which 
are communicated through text-to-speech. Voice commands were 
also implemented for entering, correcting, and confrming the ob-
ject label. Once familiar with the system, participants are asked 
to complete data capturing activities that involved taking multiple 
photos per object for a total of 6 objects and providing associated 
labels for training and evaluating a classifer. Half of these objects 
were stimuli engineered to be visually distinct but nearly identical 
by touch (i.e. diferent bags of snacks). They were fxed across all 
participants and were provided by the research team. The rest of 
the objects were up to the participants; they could choose anything 
in their home. Typically, they opted for somewhat similar objects to 
the stimuli including everyday products, as shown in Figure 5. Par-
ticipants answered questions related to their experience in between 
the data capturing tasks and at the end. 

By the end of this session, each participant generated on average 
222 photos (STD=59.9) across the 6 object labels. Both the photos 
and the labels generated from these activities were referred to the 

Figure 4: A blind participant using an object recognition 
application installed on smart glasses, which they use to take 
multiple photos of a soda can. The object recognition model 
is fne-tuned on these photos to personalize the application. 

Figure 5: Examples of photos of objects captured and labeled 
by our blind participants (from left to right) as: “Cereal,” 
“Videotape,” “Carrots,” and “Panera Cup.” 

participants as “your study data” throughout the communication 
with the research team. This wording aimed to situate participants 
in the context of sharing via a public AI dataset. 

3.3 Semi-structured Interview: Refections 
The interview was conducted via Zoom and was audio-recorded 
for analysis. We used scenarios and context probes (Table 2) to 
guide the interviews, with 15% of the questions either re-used or 
expanded from the questionnaire shared by Park et al. [107]. The 
interviews were structured as follows: 
Part 1 Benefts. We frst asked our participants about their under-
standing of any benefts in sharing their study data via a public AI 
dataset. We then presented a scenario describing potential benefts 
(Table 2 Part 1) to probe their willingness for data sharing. We 
followed up with a few questions to gauge their motivations. 
Part 2 Risks. We asked participants about their understanding of 
any risks in sharing their study data via a public AI dataset. We 
then presented two scenarios describing potential risk cases raised 
in the feld: (i) re-identifcation of individuals from anonymized 
datasets [101] and (ii) data abuse/misuse given that “it’s difcult 
to ensure that data won’t be reused in ways that could cause 
harm” [147]. We followed up with a few questions to gauge their 
concerns including non-consenting disability disclosure. 
Part 3 Contexts. We then explored the contexts that may im-
pact their decision to share data (within and beyond this study). 
We asked about their level of comfort depending on the type of 
modality, object, environment, and demographic information being 
shared. Similar to the design of validated questionnaires for mea-
suring attitudes (e.g., [45]), we employed a 7-point Likert scale and 
asked for rationale where it was appropriate. For example, we asked 
“On a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 is not comfortable at all and 7 is very 
comfortable, please rate your level of comfort with sharing photos 
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Table 2: Scenarios and context probes to guide our semi-structured interviews. 

Part 1 Benefts Part 2 Risks Part 3 Contexts Part 4 Mitigating Risks 
Broader impact 
“Datasets may not just beneft 
blind people via assistive tech 
but really anyone who may in-
teract with a smart app or appli-
ance...Imagine a robot that one 
can ask to fetch things for them. 
Your data could be used to make 
such robots function better for 
everyone.” 

Re-identifcation 
“People can do some guesswork. For 
example, they could see in the publication 
that Participant 3, who is someone 
around 40 years old, identifes as male 
and uses a guide dog, took a bunch of 
photos of t-shirts associated with spe-
cifc events...it turns out they happened 
to know someone who fts the description.” 

Non-consenting disclosure: “Would you 
be concerned if others (your friends or 
employers) might fnd out that your data 
is included in the AI dataset?” 

Data abuse/misuse 
“Imagine someone building an algorithm 
that given an image it can fgure out 
whether a blind person took it. They may 
not be able to guess who but they may be 
able to guess if one has a disability or not 
without their consent for disclosure.” 

Type of modality, object, 
environment, demographics 

Data access methods 
Open access: 
Anyone on the Internet can download 
study data. 

Authenticated access: 
Anyone who registers their information 
such as name, email address, organiza-
tion can download study data. 

Consented access: 
Anyone who registers their user profle 
and agrees to the terms of use can 
download study data. 

Authorized access: 
Anyone who registers their use profle, 
agrees to the terms of use, as well as 
submit the purpose of data use for 
approval can download study data. 

Stakeholders 
Data stewards: 
Those putting together datasets 

Policy-/law-makers: 
Those making policies or regula-
tions. 

Data sharing entities: 
Those operating methods of 
access and sharing 

Data contributors: 
Those contributing data to an 
AI dataset 

of medication?” We explored diferent types of objects accroding 
to object instances chosen by blind participants to personalize an 
object recognizer [72], and the types of demographic information 
were informed by the metadata of accessibility datasets [76]. For 
each question, we probed conditions on how others can access the 
data, ranging from being openly accessible to anyone to accessible 
only by those who are authorized (Table 2 Part 3), to gain a broader 
understanding of the factors that our participants would consider 
when reasoning about sharing their data. 
Part 4 Mitigating Risks. Separately, we explored possible ap-
proaches to reduce their concerns surrounding the potential risks 
and challenges discussed in Part 2 and 3. We frst asked a set of open-
ended questions on actions that our participants want to see from 
diferent stakeholders (Table 2 Part 4)—e.g., “What actions would 
you like to see from data stewards, those collecting the data like for 
example our team, against such risk scenarios that might infuence 
your decision about sharing your study data like the photos and 
labels of objects?” To concretize the discussion on risk mitigating 
strategies, we later followed up with existing data sharing purposes, 
methods, or regulations and asked the participants to rate these 
approaches by their level of comfort or acceptance with sharing 
their study data on a 7-point Likert scale. 

3.4 Analysis 
We transcribed the audio recordings of the interviews which in-
cluded both open-ended questions (Part 1, 2, and 4) and Likert scale 
questions with shorter qualitative responses (Part 3 and 4). For 
qualitative data, we applied a refexive thematic analysis [24, 25] to 
explore our interpretations on data. One member of the research 
team went through the process for data familiarization, inductive 
coding, and development of initial themes [26, 27]. The research 

team then reviewed the themes, followed by discussions to concep-
tualize them as unifying concepts [25]. For example, we explored 
motivation and risk factors that were brought from other science 
felds to conceptualize the themes capturing patterns in how partic-
ipants perceived data sharing. While the controversial discussions 
on “quantitizing” qualitative data exist [94, 115, 116], we report 
the number of participants whose responses included such themes. 
We adopt “quasi-statistics” [12] only to support statements such as 
“many”, “some”, or “a few” in the description of the qualitative data; 
percentages are not used given the small sample size which may 
lead to misinterpretation of the analysis. 

For the quantitative responses, we used descriptive statistics to 
caption emerging patterns and tendencies. There are tensions in the 
feld regarding how Likert scales should be analyzed [65]. As Likert 
scale ordinal data do not follow a normal distribution, using the 
mean can be of limited value as a measure of central tendency [10]. 
Instead, we adopt frequencies (count of responses for each point 
of the scale) and median as recommended by [131]. Anticipating a 
small sample size and having a large number of questions, we did 
not pre-register any hypothesis for inferential statistics. 

3.5 Limitations 
Our methods come with limitations. We highlight them here to 
help one better interpret the fndings that follow. 

Recruiting participants. Our study involves a small sample, 
though it is refective of local standards at CHI [31]. We employ 
non-probability sampling, a combination of convenience, voluntary 
response, and snowball sampling. Some participants might have 
previously joined studies by our research institution. This could 
bias perspectives; they can be trusting of the team or institution 
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and more willing to contribute their data with fewer concerns. The 
degree of concerns can be also dependent on the awareness of exist-
ing social and political issues around data — e.g., a few participants 
who self-reported working in the IT or security feld expressed 
more negative perspectives regarding data sharing. 

Eliciting Responses. Prompting scenarios are considered efective 
in capturing participants’ opinions and perspectives [64, 117], but 
they can also impact responses. Within a category, we typically 
ask questions before and after a scenario is given. But scenarios 
can have an efect on the next categories of questions. For example, 
more potential risk cases to refect on (Part 2 Risks) might trigger 
more concerns, afecting participants’ level of comfort with sharing 
(Part 3 Contexts of Data Sharing). There could be also an order 
efect as our interview questions proceeded from benefts to risks 
to underlying elements behind the decision to share; responses 
could difer were the conversations in a diferent order. 

Generalizing fndings. Our focus on a specifc disability commu-
nity, country, and context makes it challenging to obtain generaliz-
able implications. For example, this study might not tell us much 
about the concerns and motivations for the Deaf community to con-
tribute to sign language video data capturing their face, body, and 
background. Such limitations are not unique to our study. Adopt-
ing Nissenbaum’s notion of contextual integrity [105], Barkhuus 
questions altogether “the viability of obtaining universal answers in 
terms of people’s ‘general’ privacy practices” [9]. 

We also recognize an inevitable limitation of qualitative analysis. 
Our own positionality and refexivity may bias the interpretations of 
the fndings [14]. Therefore, the analysis is exploratory, and it would 
be meaningful to facilitate the transferability of fndings to diferent 
communities and contexts in future research. Nonetheless, given 
that we are interested in contributing to conversations and initia-
tives on responsible practices for stewarding accessibility datasets, 
we make a conscious efort to connect our fndings with the larger 
theory around privacy and data sharing as well as with prior work 
including other disability communities (e.g., [102, 107, 119]). 

4 FINDINGS 
We summarize the fndings related to the perceptions of 13 blind 
participants towards benefts, risks, as well as contexts of sharing 
their data (i.e. photos and labels of objects) via an AI dataset. 

4.1 Willingness to Share Given Benefts & Risks 
We explored whether and how benefts and risks could contribute 
to participants’ views on data sharing. Overall, we found that many 
focused on the greater benefts and perceived potential risks as 
minimal. However, their willingness to share is related to a number 
of elements, which we go deeper into below. How the participants 
assessed benefts and risks also refected their attitudes towards 
data sharing. Some considered that the benefts would outweigh the 
risks, and those who foresaw the risks as severe remained hesitant 
to share their study data despite the considerations for benefts. 

4.1.1 Benefits of Data Sharing. When initially asked about any 
benefts of data sharing without prompting, a majority (n=10) of 
the participants identifed instances in which sharing their study 
data could lead to benefcial outcomes. Often the benefts were 

related to the improvement and evaluation of object recognition 
technology (6 out of 10), to help “developers fgure out what worked 
out and what could be improved” (P2) and “people or companies who 
are into this work build from this [data] and advance it” (P6). We saw 
a similar trend in [107] where disabled participants from diferent 
communities were more willing to contribute their data for future 
AI applications if their contribution would be a dependent factor 
for the success of the development. This may correspond with the 
motivation factors laid out by Batson et al. [11] suggesting that 
acting for the common good is not only driven by self-benefts 
(egoism). Acting for the community (collectivism) or for specifc 
others (altruism)—e.g., to help scientists advance their research— 
are also noted as potential sources of motivations [87]. 

Looking at other unprompted benefts reported, we further 
observed the interplay of factors motivating willingness to share 
study data. Some (4 out of 10) perceived benefts that were directed 
towards the user community, as referred by P5: “If you’ve got more 
people sharing the data, everybody doesn’t have to build their own 
independent library...Libraries can kind of beneft from each other’s 
because they have diferent data and that could help AI to learn 
something more.” This can be seen as a collectivist motivation and 
support previous anecdotal evidence where social factors come 
into play behind e.g., community involvement [113] or informa-
tion sharing [66]. We received a few (n=2) additional comments, 
which in some ways resembling altruistic motivation often driven 
by empathy to help others who are “perceived to be in need” [11]. 
The perceived benefts were geared to the interest of specifc other 
blind users: “people who are much younger than me and just starting 
out” (P12) and “people who were born blind” (P13). 

Participants saw even more benefts when prompted with a 
positive scenario for others (i.e., building a robot that can serve 
wider audiences), with a majority (n=11) of them expressing that 
they would be more open to sharing their study data. Some (n=4) 
were motivated by the next future technology, while others (n=4) 
considered the potential to help other disabled people i.e. those 
experiencing mobility challenges: “They might need assistance, when 
you talked about fetching things, I mean, folks who are paralyzed 
or whatever. I could see that would be helpful to them, and I would 
be thrilled to be part of helping that” (P8). Furthermore, seeking 
broader impacts also factored into our participants’ willingness to 
share their data (n=4), articulating “Best type of help would beneft 
everyone” (P2) and “I would be even more anxious to share. More 
people can beneft the better” (P4). Following these motivations, 
some (n=4) expanded to other application domains where sharing 
their study data would beneft, for identifying objects in a shipping 
inventory (P3), describing photos on social media (P10), or helping 
with translation and second language learning (P5, P7). 

4.1.2 Risks of Data Sharing. We subsequently explored our partic-
ipants’ awareness and reactions towards potential risks pertaining 
to data sharing. With no probing at the start and within the con-
text of their study data, only a few (n=4) participants identifed 
potential risks in sharing through a public AI dataset. The majority 
(3 out of 4) of their concerns revolved around the secondary use of 
data. Concerns were broad as “How do I know that if you shared it 
with somebody else, they would ethically treat the data?” (P9). Some 
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included a specifc secondary use scenario such as “targeted ad-
vertising” that might lead to potentially negative consequences: “I 
don’t want companies to get my information, and then they just start 
targeting me with advertisement, like hey, we know that you are prob-
ably blind because you sent this data...Who knows how things can be 
used if it’s in the wrong hands” (P6). This can become a critical factor 
for contributing to an AI dataset, particularly when considerations 
for re-use cases are lacking for existing datasets sourced from blind 
people [54, 84, 93]—e.g., permitting commercial and private use of 
the data [93]. The concerns of the fourth participant (P7) focused 
on privacy and location identifcation. They considered where the 
photos were taken (i.e., home) and whether the photos would be 
geo-tagged (though no geo-tags are embedded in their study data). 

Further, we probed perception towards potential risks by 
prompting scenarios that our participants might foresee negative 
consequences: re-identifcation (with a follow up question related to 
non-consenting disclosure) and data abuse and misuse. We explored 
how these risk elements would impact willingness to share. 

Re-Identifcation. We frst provided a scenario that, even in 
anonymous or pseudonymous datasets, people could do some guess-
work about an individual who contributed data based on released 
demographic information (e.g., age and gender along disability 
status on publication). Most (n=10) participants expressed no or 
minimal concerns in terms of risk of re-identifcation. Some (4 out 
of 10) responded to the scenario that it is hard to imagine what 
could go wrong with the information disclosed, as they described 
the data captured as “not really personal data” (P1). Perhaps, they 
would still be willing to share photos of objects despite the risk 
factor prompted, as referred by P12: “I think the benefts far outweigh 
any minor drawbacks that could occur...If someone says, oh, there was 
a 71 year old guy that took pictures of Lay’s potato chips, you know, if 
that’s all that ever happens to me, I’m okay, as long as they don’t take 
my credit cards or anything.” This brings attention to the interaction 
between perceived benefts and risks. According to privacy calcu-
lus (risk–beneft analysis), privacy concerns are measured based 
on the perceived value of disclosing personal information relative 
to the perceived costs [149]. For example, Verheggen et al. [140] 
found that patients who agreed to participate in a clinical trial were 
likely to weigh the benefts more than the risks, whereas it was the 
reverse for those who declined to participate. Indeed, when looking 
at those who showed concerns when prompted (n=3), 2 of them 
did not report previously any unprompted benefts. 

In response to the given scenarios, participants with concerns 
were strongly against sharing demographics along with their data. 
P9 mentioned, “Why would you even be collecting that information? 
It’s for that reason that I don’t answer demographic questions gener-
ally...You don’t need to be collecting that demographic information in 
the frst place. It’s not relevant to you to the task of the AI.” Similarly, 
P2 responded, “People being able to fgure things out...that is actu-
ally part of my reserve [in sharing data].” Thus, it is not a surprise 
to see these two participants opting not to include their age, gender, 
and education in Table 1. While P7 shared her demographics for 
the context of data for this study, she also raised the importance 
of privacy: “Is it necessary to say that this person has a guide dog? 
Because you don’t see a whole bunch of people walking around with a 

guide dog so it’s easy to kind of pinpoint who that person is. So protect 
people’s privacy.” 

Non-Consenting Disclosure. When asked whether they would 
be concerned about others (e.g., family, friends, current or future 
employers) fnding out that their data is included in AI datasets, 
all except one said no. The rationale for their response could be 
partially related to this specifc study data. For example, P11 said, 
“I’m not revealing any confdential information of my workplace. And 
I don’t care whether they see something related to me like a picture 
taken by me. Is that a problem? I don’t think so.” A few (2 out of 
12) justifed this lack of concerns by contrasting it to everyday 
risks: “We deal with a lot of online information that we share, or we 
interact with. We are not really dealing with any more risk than what 
we have already” (P1). This high response agreement could also 
relate to the specifc community. Kamikubo et al. [75] observed 
that among all accessibility datasets, those sourced from the blind 
community, such as our participants, tend to be shared publicly and 
typically include larger numbers of contributors. This is in contrast 
to datasets sourced from communities that encompass so called 
“invisible disabilities” which are less apparent to others and perhaps 
more sensitive to disclosure. When asking a similar question, Park 
et al. [107] observed heightened concerns from people experiencing 
“non-apparent forms of disabilities” (e.g., ADHD). 

The one participant who said yes to the question, added, “espe-
cially, [I] wouldn’t want potential employers seeing that, because I 
just didn’t want them to infer anything or assume anything. So I 
wouldn’t care about my friends and family knowing but I wouldn’t 
want anyone else to know” (P10). As they are a legal professional, 
perhaps this may be refective of Judge Richard Posner’s view to-
wards privacy as “power to conceal information about themselves 
that others might use to [the individuals’] disadvantage” [128]. 

Data Abuse and Misuse. When prompted with a negative sce-
nario of repurposing data (i.e., building an algorithm that can detect 
disability and be used against disabled people), many (n=11) partici-
pants were not overly concerned about the potential consequences. 
Perhaps they saw the potential risks as unimaginable and minimal. 
Some (4 out of 11) even responded that they would be open to 
sharing, as referred by P4: “I think it’s very, very unlikely, though I 
do think it’s possible as you describe it. But, it would not change my 
decision [to share].” Similar to the previous conversations about pri-
vacy, some of their rationale pertained to the specifc study data and 
the beneft-risk tradeof: “I can’t imagine given what I took pictures 
of, it’s that critical. You know, it doesn’t bother me. I mean, it would 
be unfortunate if somebody kind of concluded something negative 
about people with disabilities or found it funny or like, laughable that 
they couldn’t take pictures or something, but it doesn’t bother me. You 
know, I think the good outweighs the bad” (P8). Interestingly, the 
one participant who had been raising stronger concerns expressed 
a similar argument: “I’m not as worried about that. I do understand 
that you can’t control what other people might use the dataset for. 
However, that’s why it’s important to be careful [about] what you 
collect. At that point, I’m still more concerned about the collection 
than what other people might use it for” (P9). 

While raising minimal concerns for the given scenario, our par-
ticipants followed up with some degree of concerns around the 
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ethics of data use. A few (n=3) of them posed mixed feelings, articu-
lating that such data abuse and misuse risks are unavoidable in the 
digital world: “I can’t control, you know, and nobody else can really 
control. If people use this information for something else, honestly, 
that happens everywhere. That’s always a concern” (P6). P1 refected 
on the lack of concerns as “we either got numb or gave up.” Such 
attitudes could be explained by their nuanced understanding of 
data policies. For example, camera-based assistive technologies like 
Aira or SeeingAI which our participants reported to use, provide no 
clear indication of whether and for what purpose personal visual 
data are shared with third parties [130]. This perhaps could lead to 
something of a paradox widely discussed in privacy literature [78]. 
Brown [29] found that, despite the general worries people seemed 
to have about privacy, they would still give out information for 
perceived benefts. In fact, the two participants who reacted to both 
scenarios (i.e., potential risk cases of re-identifcation, data abuse 
and misuse) with stronger concerns and hesitancy to data sharing, 
reported to use Be My Eyes—one of the few services that explicitly 
indicates dissemination of video streams to third parties [130]. 

4.2 Data Sharing Given Data Access Methods 
To discuss beyond specifc data and environment (i.e., photos and 
labels of objects generated in the home environment), we investi-
gated various factors that could infuence participants’ decision to 
share their data. Inspired by prior work measuring people’s comfort 
and acceptance of their data being collected and used [50, 107], we 
questioned how diferent data modalities, objects, environments, 
and demographic metadata would afect such measurements. As 
shown in Figure 6, we explored their responses to these data sharing 
contexts conditioned by data access methods. Though we observed 
the unsurprising trends for increased comfort as more restrictions 
are applied on the level of access (Figure 6a), there were specifc 
contexts that the participants raised concerns consistently across 
diferent data access methods. For certain information or settings 
(e.g., audio description, photos of medication, photos taken around 
bystanders), some participants rated comfort on the negative end of 
the scale even under authorized access (Figure 6b). In the following, 
we go deeper into these topics of concern. 

4.2.1 Type of Modality. We found that some data modalities relate 
to the level of comfort for sharing. In particular, we gathered con-
cerns for videos of objects and audio description of images. Under 
open access, fve participants rated lower on the comfort scale for 
these two modalities (Video: median=4, Audio Description: me-
dian=5) compared to other types of modality like photos and names 
of objects (median=6). When comparing videos with photos, audio 
partially factored into their concern: “Videos got a little more con-
cern because of whatever might be heard in the background” (P5). 
In fact, videos of objects from blind people in the ORBIT dataset 
respected this aspect; audio was never collected [135]. Even so, the 
degree of concerns for videos degraded as we moved to the autho-
rized access condition (median=7). Whether photos or videos, what 
information these data captured was at the root of their concerns, 
as P13 briefy mentioned: “It’s totally dependent on what you’re 
sharing.” 

In terms of sharing audio description, four participants were 
especially worried about being identifed from their voice. P9 elab-
orated the rationale: “That (voice) leads to potentially identifable 
information. Especially with the current type of voice fngerprint-
ing software that is starting to be developed now. You actually 
can, with a fairly consistent degree of accuracy, match someone’s 
voice print.” Following these worries, three participants kept their 
comfort level at the lower end across all access methods for audio. 

4.2.2 Type of Object. Our participants identifed certain objects 
as ‘private.’ One noticeable trend was that they did not feel com-
fortable sharing photos of medication, which was rated low on 
the comfort scale from open (median=3) to authorized (median=4) 
access conditions. Five participants expressed stronger concerns, 
as briefy explained by P1: “Medication goes to private status or pri-
vate characteristics of a person” (P1). In comparison, the ratings 
were relatively higher for other types of objects even under open 
access, including hygiene and cosmetic products, food/drinks, and 
appliances (median=6). These objects could be perceived as more 
general items. Thus, it was not a surprise to see diferences in their 
perception towards prescription and general medications: “If it’s 
like a general like Tylenol medicine or something over the counter 
stuf, then yes, I would give it a seven. If it’s like prescription then no, 
because my information is on there” (P6). Perhaps this can be a dou-
ble edge sword given the potential of object recognition technology 
supporting identifcation of medication that is often a challenge for 
blind people [20]. These concerns can further limit the availability 
of images for such ’private’ objects. This indicates the need for 
privacy-preserving discussions in data collection, as explored by 
Gurari et al. [53] to enable building image recognition algorithms 
while safeguarding private information. 

Participants also expressed hesitancy in sharing objects of ‘per-
sonal’ nature. Though the comfort scores for clothing were rel-
atively at the higher end from open (median=5.5) to authorized 
(median=6) access conditions, concerns still remained regarding 
privacy: “It’s just like, you wouldn’t invite your friends to see your 
closet right? They come to your house. You invite them to a party but 
they will never go into your bedroom or your walk-in closet, that kind 
of thing...I still want the privacy no matter who they are” (P11). We 
can expect similar attitudes depending on the types of hygiene or 
cosmetic products, that may be more or less personal. Additionally, 
our participants listed other items that they do not want to capture 
in the photos. These were mostly objects of ‘sensitive’ nature includ-
ing personal documents (e.g., driver’s license, passport, insurance 
cards, credit cards, bills). They further indicated safety concerns for 
objects that can reveal or trace their identity (e.g., vehicles, diploma, 
friends/family photos). The characteristics of these objects with 
‘personal’ and ‘sensitive’ nature could shed light on the taxonomy 
of what is private in images [53]. 

4.2.3 Type of Environment. When asked to rate their level of com-
fort by the environment, the presence of bystanders factored into 
their perception. In general, our participants were comfortable with 
sharing photos captured in the home space especially where by-
standers are not present; 10 participants rated their comfort at the 
higher end even under the open access condition (median=6). In 
the same access condition but in the presence of bystanders such 
as family members, their perceived comfort was lower (median=4). 
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Figure 6: Participants’ level of comfort with data sharing using a Likert scale (1: not comfortable at all, 7: very comfortable), 
with percentages of responses for lower comfort and higher comfort levels varies widely across contexts. At the top in (a), we 
show overall trends of comfort by four data access conditions: Open, Authenticated, Consented, and Authorized aggregated 
across diferent modalities, objects, environments, and demographics. Below that in (b), we provide a breakdown of responses 
for each type of modality, object, environment, and demographic information, also stratifed by the data access conditions. 
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Concerns often revolved around the background of photos, as P5 ex-
plained: “Something I could do very diligent is making sure there’s not 
identifying things in the photos. That would be my only concern.” We 
saw that these concerns were more associated with work or school 
spaces; in the presence of bystanders, participants rated low on 
the comfort scale from open (median=2) to authorized (median=3) 
access conditions. This might be due to more information being 
available to identify them (e.g., company logos) or others around 
(e.g., co-workers) who didn’t give consent to share. P6 remarked, 
“I took a photo of an object and somebody was in the background. I 
guess I wouldn’t want that to be displayed. Again, just because that 
person may not feel comfortable with.” 

While these concerns for bystanders resonate the privacy per-
spectives that are being reported with technology use in public (e.g., 
for blind people to detect pedestrians through wearable glasses [85]), 
our participants showed a bimodal reaction for sharing photos gen-
erated in public spaces such as streets or plazas. Interestingly, these 
places were characterized diferently; even under open access, par-
ticipants indicated higher levels of comfort (median=5). Though 
some expressed much stronger concerns than others, such as “I 
am more concerned if people can identify the space that is attached 
to you” (P8), other participants noted less privacy comparing to 
home or work environments: “I think when people are in public, 
they don’t have expectation of privacy that they might have in my 
house or even at work” (P4). P11 also justifed the lack of concerns 
as “everyone is taking photos, who cares what these photos are?”, 
yet expressed concerns if they were neighborhoods where family, 
friends, or neighbors could be identifed. 

4.2.4 Type of Demographic Information. Unsurprisingly, partici-
pants were hesitant to sharing identifable information, such as 
their name or contact information receiving low comfort ratings 
across all data access conditions (median=1). Even so, 5 participants 
rated higher on their comfort level for sharing such information 
under authorized access, as referred by P13: ‘ ‘It depends on what 
I’m sharing with...Sometimes you get on Facebook and you think 
you’re gonna fnd some person that has a name and you see this 25 
people with the same name. So I don’t have a problem with as long 
as it’s not attached to anything that could be damaging.” They did 
not see anything harmful from “a bag of potato chips that we took 
photo of and we labeled” (P13). While the ratings for comfort started 
low for sharing city of birth or current residence under open access 
(median=2), more participants became comfortable with sharing 
city of current residence under authorized access (median=5). It 
was not the case for sharing city of birth (median=3), which P1 com-
mented “That goes back probably to my nationality” considering 
the potential linkage. P4 expressed hesitancy in sharing such infor-
mation as “I don’t see the value of that except for negative reasons. 
Someone trying to build a profle of me.” 

While privacy or security concerns often refected the lower 
comfort ratings for sharing certain demographic information (e.g., 
annual income), participants raised ethical concerns as well. They 
found sensitivity of disclosing race/ethnicity or nationality; P12 
(whose comfort level was 1 across data access methods) described 
it as “invasive because there’s still a lot of discrimination with vari-
ous nationalities” and suggested that participants should have the 
option to not answer such demographic information. P2 specially 

warned the risk of sharing demographic information including dis-
ability in general: “I think people could make false assumptions or 
incorrect judgments about you.” Our participants also raised other 
demographic information that they would not want to share, in-
cluding marital status, number of children or siblings, employment 
history, and religious afliation. 

We observed other concerns that could factor into consideration, 
including the ambiguity of the data collection purpose. For example, 
our participants were unsure of the usefulness of height/weight 
or dominant hand information as part of the AI dataset. P7 noted, 
“What’s the purpose? Why is it important? Why do you want to 
know that?”, rating the comfort level as 1 across diferent data 
access methods except for authorized access users whom the par-
ticipant could expect a clear purpose for its use. We found a similar 
trend with other demographic information including gender and 
race/ethnicity, as articulated by P5 “I don’t really know how impor-
tant the gender pieces to this as far as AI developers doing what they 
need to do” and P3 “I don’t care about whether they know I’m black 
or white or whatever, but I really don’t think it’s that important.” This 
indicates the importance of increasing the understanding of how 
such information could contribute to AI development, especially 
raising awareness around issues of fairness for underrepresented 
groups [18, 30, 134]. 

4.3 Mitigating Risks Given Stakeholders & 
Regulations 

We elicited responses from our participants about risk mitigating 
strategies for data sharing. We frst asked what actions by diferent 
stakeholders or regulations could possibly address their concerns. 
We then expanded the conversations by listing existing practices 
and explored their reactions via comfort of sharing or acceptance 
ratings (see Figure 7). Their responses revealed diferent perspec-
tives on research or legal practices as well potential strategies that 
can help minimize the harms and impose safety measures. 

4.3.1 Data Stewards. When asked how data stewards, those 
putting together a dataset (i.e., researchers of this study), could 
mitigate the risks, all our participants expected some forms of ac-
tions — e.g., screening the photos and removing any personal or 
sensitive information if caught by mistake (n=6), collecting data in 
a privacy-respecting way such as codifying participants’ names and 
cropping out the background from photos (n=2), ensuring that the 
data are protected from security breaches when storing and sharing 
(n=3), or fully informing the use of their data to the contributors 
including secondary data use cases (n=2). 

Our participants expanded on how they would like data stew-
ards to restrict the use cases of their data being shared. Many (n=9) 
favored to restrict them by specifc domains or usage types — e.g., 
for research purposes only, for object recognition technology devel-
opment, for purposes defned originally, informed, and permitted 
by data contributors. A participant, however, noted the importance 
of supporting broader purposes: “It’s easy to say, it’s only should 
be for research purposes. And that’s fne. But at some point, let’s say 
you guys have a fnal ready to go, market ready [object recognition 
technology], then at that point, you guys are starting your library all 
over, which has its pros and cons” (P5). Broadening the use of data 
(e.g., commercialization) yet raises more questions and challenges 
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Figure 7: Participants’ level of acceptance (1: not acceptable at all, 7: very acceptable) or comfort (1: not comfortable at all, 7: 
very comfortable) with data sharing varies across data use purposes (a), policies (b), sharing platforms (c), and organizations (d). 

such as ownership, intellectual property, or data agreements [136]. 
In fact, this has been a ‘wicked problem’ across felds [80, 148, 151], 
especially when no criteria exist for determining the correctness or 
value for the use of open data [151]. 

To expand on the use of their study data, we prompted a list of 
data purposes (see Figure 7a). Participants reacted with somewhat 
high degree of acceptance towards data use for accessibility (me-
dian=7). While ratings are also on the higher end for teaching AI and 
educating accessibility issues in AI (median=7), two participants left 
some remarks, as referred by P9: “The goal is good but it all depends 
on how it’s implemented.” P2 asked “What’s the purpose? What appli-
cation?” factoring into their neutral rating. Lacking specifcs of the 
purpose could explain why the acceptance was slightly lower for 
other prompted purposes, developing AI for general purposes and 
testing fairness (median=6). Echoing P9’s comment on fairness as 
“a word that is so vague these days,” eforts to increase the knowledge 
about contextual factors infuencing fairness (e.g., issues of bias in 
AI) might be necessary to support their conceptualizations [17]. 
P10 gave a neutral rating to the purpose of testing fairness although 
they seemed to value it: “It (data) is not being used for what I thought 
it was used for, which is helping with the object identifcation and 
recognition.” 

4.3.2 Policy- and Law-Makers. When asked what actions policy-
and law-makers could take to prevent and minimize the risks, some 
(n=5) stressed legal actions to penalize individuals who misbehaved, 
such as those sharing data without consent (P2), using data for a 
wrong purpose (P1, P8), or not keeping the promise to handle data 
safely and responsibility (P7). A participant (P4) articulated to “es-
tablish accountability or illegality” of misbehaved individuals. A few 
others (n=3) suggested ways to reduce the chances of misbehaviors, 
such as keeping records of who accessed the data “so that if that 
information does get used inappropriately, for whatever reason, you 
can at least have a narrower feld of suspects” (P5), or what people 

claimed to use the data “to get that assurance so you have some pro-
tection, in case you have to bring up a case, you know, you misused my 
data, but you said you weren’t going to misuse it” (P13). Even so, P13 
raised a limitation point: “You really don’t know if they’re misusing 
your data or not until something happens.” Similarly, one partici-
pant expressed further limitations given that policies are often not 
sufcient to protect data contributors: “I’m less optimistic about 
lawmakers...They’ve instituted the GDPR, the general data protection 
regulation, but even that, it outlines a whole bunch of scenarios, and 
legal requirements, a lot of which I’m happy with. But all you have to 
do to get out of the scope of the GDPR is simply moving data outside 
of Europe. That’s not difcult. Lawmakers, I don’t really think have a 
lot of power in this scenario.” 

We prompted existing privacy policies (see Figure 7b) to further 
probe participant perception. Overall, participants reacted posi-
tively to these policies for protecting their personal or identifable 
information. For example, all except two participants rated data 
subject rights (e.g., GDPR [86] giving control over data) high on 
the scale as they would feel comfortable sharing their data (me-
dian=6). However, they added some remarks regarding the lack of 
guarantee, as referred by P5: “Policies are not always followed at 
diferent places.” They reacted similarity to privacy protection for 
health information such as HIPPA [83]; though higher in ratings 
(median=6), some concerns also remained in the lack of guarantee 
as “data can always be breached” (P6). Additionally, P7 wondered 
whether such data policies like GDPR would actually apply to study 
data and context: “Not fully trusting the existing policy, so trying 
to see if the existing policy concept can be transferable to like study 
data.” Indeed, there are still open challenges for the uncertainty 
about how such existing policies would apply to scientifc research 
practices, such as in informed consent and anonymization [63]. 

4.3.3 Data Sharing Entities. We explored data sharing practices by 
prompting diferent conditions for platforms and organizations. Our 
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participants rated these by their level of comfort for sharing their 
data. As shown in Figure 7c, 9 participants reacted positively to 
conditions where a Terms of Use agreement is applied (median=5). 
With further authorization to screen people’s access by the purpose 
of data use, all participants indicated higher ratings of comfort 
(median=6) due to more accountability (P2, P9), control (P5), and 
security (P6, P12). However, the lack of trust remained depending 
on how platforms operate: “There’s still a slight chance that [data] 
could get in the wrong hands. You don’t know who is operating” (P7). 

Concerns for operation were mainly refected within the context 
of technology companies (see Figure 7d), especially with smaller 
start-ups which only 2 participants rated high on the comfort scale 
for sharing their data (median=3). Often the reason was behind 
security measures, with a participant articulating “doubt that they 
would have controls in place” (P9). Their concerns resonate with 
public perceptions reported in anecdotal evidence — e.g., small com-
panies were seen to be less stable [96]. Large technology companies 
were also perceived as proft driven [58], which could explain their 
lower comfort ratings (median=4) towards them compared to orga-
nizations supporting education/research or disability communities. 
Regarding their comfort with sharing, 10 participants reacted posi-
tively towards public universities (median=6) and private universi-
ties (median=5). The participants saw that these organizations have 
“a fewer reasons to misuse the data” (P4) and “to be a little bit more 
discreet” (P7). Similar responses were found for disability-focused 
universities and non-proft organizations, where 11 participants 
felt comfortable sharing through them (median=6). When asking 
similar questions, Park et al. [107] also observed that organizations 
oriented towards disability communities are seen as reliable, yet 
comfort ratings for large technology companies closely aligned 
with ratings for universities. As the work came from company-
based research [107], we might be seeing the efects of sampling 
as P2 noted: “I wouldn’t be concerned if I do a study with someone. 
I trust them. It’s just that anyone else that might get a hold of stuf 
that might have been shared or supposedly shared by another.” 

Following the lack of trust, 3 participants raised the importance 
of transparency, ensuring that they are informed about purposes 
and restrictions and kept in the loop for any actions made regard-
ing their data. A participant strongly called for regulations: “If 
researchers are going to share data with any third parties, that third 
party also needs to have a person’s consent and ofer full and com-
plete disclosure, and honor their promise. The third parties need to 
honor it to the researcher as well as to the individual [contributing 
data]” (P2). Datasheets for Datasets [49], while being targeted for 
dataset creators and dataset consumers to promote transparency 
and accountability, includes questions regarding data collection 
and distribution—e.g., whether individuals contributing their data 
consented to the use of their data, or whether it will be distributed 
to third parties. We see this as a meaningful resource to be reviewed 
with potential data contributors and also as a way to discuss prefer-
ences to keep them in the loop in the process. Furthermore, given 
the individual diferences that we found in terms of sharing demo-
graphic information, especially in the context of sharing entities 
(e.g., open access vs. authorized access; data-sharing organizations), 
these data sharing factors need to be considered together when 
adopting inclusive practices for datasheets. 

4.3.4 Data Contributors. Finally, we asked what actions our partici-
pants as potential data contributors could take to protect themselves 
from the risks. One recurring theme among the participants was 
to carefully consider what data they would be sharing (n=5), en-
suring that objects and information contained in the photos are 
not sensitive and they are disclosing as little demographic infor-
mation as possible. We also observed two participants selecting 
the lobby of the apartment and one participant selecting the patio 
area to generate the photos. This might be refective of individual 
concerns that were induced by what could be captured in their data 
inadvertently, in addition to other potential concerns (e.g., safety 
related to COVID-19 or letting an experimenter in their home). 
P6 refected on the data capturing activities for ways to minimize 
capturing unintended information in the future: “I think I would 
defnitely be more cautious about making sure that there’s no iden-
tifable photos. So probably, maybe I would just take all my photos 
in front of a white wall or something, you know. So that’s really up 
to me, to make sure that I don’t take photos that I’m uncomfortable 
with.” Such workarounds, while efcient, might not capture the 
real-world contexts for image recognition tasks. To facilitate the 
collection of high-variation conditions (e.g., in a wide variation of 
backgrounds [93]), Theodorou et al. [135] incorporated a manual 
validation process to check and remove data containing personally 
identifying information (PII) in their dataset creation. This brings 
more attention to better approaches that allow automatic detection 
of PII to blur or erase from images [53]. 

Our results also indicate the importance of supportive materials 
and communication to help potential data contributors assess the 
beneft-risk tradeofs. A few (n=3) participants showed further 
interest in learning more about how their data would be used, as 
articulated by P13: “I would love to understand better how AI use the 
data. But again, it’s just my curiosity. Yeah, just wanted to understand 
a little bit better”. This could help bridge the knowledge gap and 
establish trust; for example, we saw people’s reluctance to share 
their demographic information as it was deemed ‘not relevant’ for 
AI development. Participants also asked for a better sense of the 
impacts of the data they share: “ I personally just want to see what 
other people are using it for. Because, you know, I don’t have all of 
the answers. I don’t know how people could be using this technology 
to improve their quality of life. I mean, we’re all here to learn from 
one another” (P6). This is an option that is not supported in current 
informed consent processes and needs to be refected in future 
research practice discussions [3, 106]. 

5 DISCUSSION 
When data are at the core of innovation, creating and releasing 
annotated AI datasets becomes critical. This has been illustrated 
in the progress of shared data resources in broader computing 
felds [7, 28, 32, 42, 74, 112]. However, many application domains 
still lack sufcient data for accessibility [22, 69, 107], due to sensi-
tivity surrounding smaller population groups and potential harms 
that may arise along privacy and ethics. In the face of these chal-
lenges, we refect on the empirical insights gained from the blind 
community to consider how we can better confgure data practices 
and study methods to guide future directions for promoting more 
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transparency, trust, and engagement in these practices. These in-
sights come with several limitations that threaten their validity and 
generalizability, detailed in our Methods (under Section 3.4). 

5.1 Assessing Beneft-Risk Tradeofs in Data 
Sharing 

Participants were aware of many benefts of contributing their 
study data via an AI dataset. Even without probing, they described 
how their study data would be important for technological innova-
tions for accessibility and beyond. Additionally, with probing, they 
further expressed motivations behind data sharing, which were 
often associated with broader impacts of their data contribution. 
Some wished to learn more about the role of data in AI to assess 
the positive impacts better. This strengthens prior anecdotal evi-
dence about data sharing “for the greater good” [96] indicating the 
willingness of disabled people to share their data for the benefts of 
the broader communities [102, 107]. 

While recognizing the benefts, many participants were not 
overly concerned about risk factors behind data sharing as long as 
these data are anonymized and not disclosing sensitive information. 
Such assessment is not unique to the blind community; data harms 
are often overlooked and underestimated, surfacing limitations for 
how well people can anticipate negative impact [81, 127]. Indeed, 
Hamidi et al. , building on the privacy threat framework [36], re-
ferred to unawareness of end users not realizing the consequences 
of sharing their data as a serious concern [55]. In return, we have 
seen attempts to raise awareness about potential harms, such as re-
leasing real-life data misuse examples (e.g., Data Harm Record [110], 
Inventory of Risks and Harms [46]). However, an important caveat 
revealed from our study is that assessment of risks can be too nu-
anced to be directly addressed, as the participants reacted to our 
risk scenarios as “hard to imagine if they are critical” (P8). This 
extends to similar conversations on how documents aimed to in-
crease awareness by informing data sharing practices (e.g., privacy 
policy) are not always efective; they are often difcult to read and 
understand the implications [40, 95]. 

One way we could better assess benefts and risks is to incorpo-
rate the participatory nature to analyze the impacts and implica-
tions for data sharing. While intended for dataset creators and users, 
Datasheets for Datasets elicited a similar point: “Has an analysis 
of the potential impact of the dataset and its use on data subjects 
(e.g., a data protection impact analysis) been conducted?” [49] This 
needs to be addressed and communicated with individuals or com-
munities who could be most afected, adopting many other guided 
questions related to the collection and distribution of datasets. Our 
study methods seem to reveal partial efects by providing an op-
portunity for participants to engage more deeply in these topics. 
As we probed more contexts to our participants to refect on how 
their data should be shared, they began to analyze a set of rules 
that need to be considered in implementing data sharing — e.g., 
restriction of data use for research purposes only (especially for 
improving object recognition technology) or control of information 
they are disclosing with their study data such as what’s being cap-
tured in the background of photos. Also, with probing of beneft 
and risk scenarios, we started to see participants making a tradeof 

assessment as “I think the benefts far outweigh any minor draw-
backs that could occur...If someone says, oh, there was a 71 year 
old guy that took pictures of Lay’s potato chips, you know, if that’s 
all that ever happens to me, I’m okay” (P12). In this vein, to support 
critical refections among stakeholders on navigating “wicked prob-
lems” [13], we encourage practices such as Value Sensitive Design 
(VSD) [47] or Speculative Design [38], along with design fctions 
and participatory workshops [8, 126] as important directions. We 
further suggest extending the line of work around co-designing ac-
cessible impact assessment tools or checklists, highlighting Madaio 
et al. [92] as a methodological inspiration. 

5.2 Bringing Trustworthiness in Data 
Ecosystems: Transparency and Engagement 

Our fndings indicate the importance of complementing trust across 
stakeholders in data practices. As highlighted throughout this work, 
many were hesitant to contribute their study data for ambiguous 
purposes or purposes not aligning with their perceived benefts, 
revealing notions of “distrust.” For example, we similarly observed 
in our study public perceptions about small companies which they 
were seen to lack regulations [96] and larger tech companies seen as 
proft driven [58]. They also expressed concerns for sharing demo-
graphic metadata (e.g., gender, race) along their data, not only due 
to privacy but also uncertainty of its importance and preconceived 
notions about what kind of data should be used to train AI models. 
To fll the disconnect between the disability and AI community, 
the process of stewarding accessibility datasets requires greater 
transparency of data use as well as awareness [17], especially to 
challenge inclusivity issues that are pressing for marginalized com-
munities [30, 76]. 

To further support transparency, our participants wanted to be 
kept in the loop for any actions made regarding their data, always 
obtaining a person’s consent and providing complete disclosure of 
the way their data are being used. While this is important over the 
data lifecylce, we see practical challenges in sustaining such long 
term relationships between data contributors and data stewards. 
Though GDPR is designed to support such connections, there are 
still open challenges in applying to scientifc research practices [63], 
further inhibited by lack of resources and expertise [125]. Perhaps 
proper implementation and maintenance at the institutional level 
may be necessary. Refecting on trustworthy certifcation in human-
centered AI [35, 48, 123, 124], we echo oversight structures, with 
institutional interventions and reviews, to support an ongoing com-
munication to align data practices with individual concerns and 
values. More so, we see benefts in implementing systems that en-
able community eforts and coordination, such as “data consortia” 
which have been developed as institutional frameworks in archives 
to navigate the challenges behind ethical data collection and shar-
ing [67]. 

We also recognize oversight at an individual level. Incorporating 
a “framework for participatory data stewardship” [4], we suggest 
researchers to consider data sharing from the beginning of their 
projects and further consider mechanisms beyond transparency to 
engage participants in decision making about the data they con-
sider sharing for AI development. As Rake et al. [109] explored 
personalized consent fows for data sharing with stakeholders in 
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medical research, we see future directions in favor of practices that 
empower potential data contributors to help shape and govern their 
own data. We perhaps see benefts in data cooperativeness to turn 
“distrust” into shared understanding of how data sharing should be 
carried out [91]. 

6 CONCLUSION 
There are important normative questions around the use of acces-
sibility datasets sourced from disabled people — they can be used 
against them by uncovering their identity and (mis)detecting dis-
ability status without consent. However, AI-infused systems trained 
on data lacking in terms of inclusion and diversity further increase 
the risks of unfair or discriminatory outcomes for underrepresented 
groups. To drive AI eforts that are inclusive of disability, this re-
search aims to shape data practices that align with the concerns 
and values of disabled data contributors. We conducted a case study 
engaging blind participants in ‘in-situ’ data capture activities to 
inquire about how their data should be used and shared via an AI 
dataset. Our fndings have highlighted the opportunities for making 
their data accessible for the research community in AI development, 
through proper actions and restrictions around data sharing and 
re-use. We hope this research helps discussions that aim to improve 
the norms for collecting and sharing data by understanding the 
facilitators and barriers that are more attuned to the communities 
of focus in accessibility. 
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